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1 INTRODUCTION
7th Environmental Action Programme (EAP)
The Commission commenced the 7th Environmental Action Programme (EAP) in 2013 which sets out
a strategic agenda for environmental policy-making with 9 priority objectives to be achieved by
2020. It establishes a common understanding of the main environmental challenges Europe faces
and what needs to be done to tackle them effectively. This programme underpins the European
Green Capital Award (EGCA) and European Green Leaf (EGL) in relation to policies for sustainable
urban planning and design.
Protecting and enhancing natural capital, encouraging more resource efficiency and accelerating the
transition to the low-carbon economy are key features of the programme, which also seeks to tackle
new and emerging environmental risks and to help safe guard health and welfare of EU citizens. The
results should help stimulate sustainable growth and create new jobs to set the European Union on
a path to becoming a better and healthier place to live.
Cities play a crucial role as engines of the economy, as places of connectivity, creativity and
innovation, and as centres of services for their surrounding areas. Due to their density, cities offer a
huge potential for energy savings and a move towards a carbon-neutral economy.
Most cities face a common core set of environmental problems and risks, including poor air quality,
high levels of noise, greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, water scarcity, contaminated sites,
brownfields and waste. At the same time, EU cities are standard setters in urban sustainability and
often pioneer innovative solutions to environmental challenges. An ever-growing number of
European cities are putting environmental sustainability at the core of their urban development
strategies.
The 7th EAP sets the target of meeting local, regional and global challenges by enhancing the
sustainability of cities throughout the European Union and fixes the goals that by 2020 a majority of
cities in the EU are implementing policies for sustainable urban planning and design.
European Green Capital Award and European Green Leaf
The European Green Capital Award (EGCA) is the result of an initiative taken by 15 European cities
(Tallinn, Helsinki, Riga, Vilnius, Berlin, Warsaw, Madrid, Ljubljana, Prague, Vienna, Kiel, Kotka,
Dartford, Tartu & Glasgow) and the Association of Estonian cities on 15 May 2006 in Tallinn, Estonia.
Their green vision was translated into a joint Memorandum of Understanding establishing an award
to recognise cities that are leading the way with environmentally friendly urban living. The initiative
was launched by the European Commission in 2008.
It is important to reward cities which are making efforts to improve the urban environment and
move towards healthier and sustainable living areas. Progress is its own reward, but the satisfaction
involved in winning a prestigious European award spurs cities to invest in further efforts and boosts
awareness within the city as well as in other cities. The Award enables cities to inspire each other
and share examples of good practices in situ. The winning cities to date include: Stockholm in 2010,
Hamburg in 2011, Vitoria-Gasteiz in 2012, Nantes in 2013, Copenhagen in 2014, currently Bristol for
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2015 and Ljubljana in 2016. All are recognised for their consistent record of achieving high
environmental standards and commitment to ambitious goals.
Initially the EGCA was open to cities with a population of over 200,000. However since the 2016
EGCA cycle the competition has been open to applications from cities with a population of over
100,000 inhabitants.
Due to the interest from cities and building on the success of the EGCA the need to create a
competition for cities of a smaller size was identified by the European Commission in 2014. This
competition now exists as ‘The European Green Leaf’ (EGL). The EGL is open to cities with 50,000100,000 inhabitants, in order to recognise their environmental achievements, create citizen
awareness and to encourage other cities of a similar size to grow greener. In December 2014 the
inaugural 2015 European Green Leaf call opened to over 500 cities from EU Member States and
Candidate Countries (Albania, FYROM, Iceland, Montenegro, Serbia, Turkey); Liechtenstein, Norway
and Switzerland.

1.1

EUROPEAN GREEN LEAF PILOT COMPETITION

As mentioned in Section 1, European Green Leaf was borne out of the success of the EGCA and the
need to recognise cities of a smaller size. The 2015 European Green Leaf is a pilot competition aimed
at cities with a population between 50,000 and 100,000.
The objective of European Green Leaf is to:
a) To recognise cities that demonstrate a good environmental record and commitment to
generating green growth;
b) To encourage cities to actively develop citizens’ environmental awareness and involvement;
c) To identify cities able to act as a ‘green ambassador’ and to encourage other cities to
progress towards better sustainability outcomes.
In order to be eligible for the competition a city must meet the following criteria:
•

The ‘European Green Leaf’ is open to EU Member States; Candidate Countries (Turkey,
FYROM, Montenegro, Serbia and Iceland); Liechtenstein, Norway and Switzerland.

•

All cities from the countries listed above which have between 50,000 and 100,000
inhabitants at the date of application can apply for a European Green Leaf.

•

In this context a ‘city’ is understood to be an urban area and an administrative unit governed
by a city council or another form of democratically elected body.

•

Previous winners may not apply for a period of three years after they have been awarded a
‘European Green Leaf’.
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The overarching message that the EGL aims to communicate to the local level is that Europeans have
a right to live in healthy urban areas. Cities should therefore strive to improve the quality of life for
their citizens and reduce their impact on the global environment.
Each year, an EGL will be bestowed on a maximum of three cities that demonstrate a good
environmental record and green growth commitment, actively seek to develop citizens’
environmental awareness and that can act as a Green Ambassador to other cities. It will be
presented on an annual basis by the European Commission in conjunction with the European Green
Capital Award from 2015 onwards as a stamp of approval to ‘Smaller Cities, Growing Greener!’
The 2015 EGL initiative was launched by the European Commission on the 8th December 2014 and
the call for applications from eligible cities was open until 1st April 2015. Eight applicant cities
applied spanning seven different European countries.
An Expert Panel of Environmental specialist’s was engaged to independently assess the applications.
These experts were recruited from the existing EGCA expert panel pool. The Expert Panel performed
a technical assessment of each entry, on the basis of 6 environmental categories.
This year the Expert Panel has carried out a technical assessment of each of the 6 environmental
categories (detailed in Section 2.2) and provided a ranking of the 8 applicant cities together with
qualitative comments on each application. This ranking is derived as a result of primary expert
assessment and peer review from another expert (further details on this procedure in Section 2).
This information is now presented to the Jury in the form of this report together with a number of
proposed shortlisted cities. The number and list of shortlisted cities chosen to proceed to the next
stage will be the ultimate decision of the Jury.
An independent Jury has been selected for EGL, and this Jury comprises the same member
organisations as the EGCA Jury. Information will be presented to the Jury in the form of this report
together with a number of proposed shortlisted cities. The Jury has the final decision on the
shortlisted cities chosen to proceed to the next stage of the competition. The shortlisted cities are
then invited to produce a 3-4 minute video presenting their sustainable urban development
endeavours to the Jury.
Based on the proposals from the Expert Panel, technical assessment report and video submitted by
the City presented to the Jury, the Jury will make the final decision and select the winner(s) to be
awarded the title of European Green Leaf 2015. The winner will be announced at the EGCA Awards
Ceremony in Bristol, United Kingdom on the 18th June 2015.

1.2

AIM OF THIS REPORT

This Technical Assessment Report provides an overview of the approach to this competition. It
presents the technical assessment of the Expert Panel for each of the 8 applicant cities, which forms
the basis for shortlisting the cities. This is presented per category per city for transparency of the
overall process.
A supplementary report presents examples of good practice across all 6 categories via examples
taken directly from the cities applications. Both of these reports are compiled and edited by RPS
Group, Ireland, acting as Secretariat for European Green Leaf.
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2 TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE
2.1

APPLICANT CITIES FOR EGL 2015

A total of 8 cities applied for the pilot EGL 2015 competition. Details of the 2015 applicants are
included in the table and map below.
Of the 8 cities evaluated 4 are signatories of the Covenant of Mayors (CoM) and 7 of the eligible
countries from across Europe are represented. The smallest city by population is Mollet del Vallès in
Spain with a population of 52,242, whereas Ludwigsburg in Germany has the largest population of
88,673.
Table 1: Details of Applicant Cities (presented in alphabetical order)
City

Country

Inhabitants

Signatory of the CoM

Inverness

Scotland

54,398

No

2

Lappeenranta

Finland

72,904

No

3

Ludwigsburg

Germany

88,673

Yes

4

Mikkeli

Finland

54,643

No

5

Mollet del Vallès

Spain

52,242

Yes

6

Siena

Italy

52,774

No

7

Strovolos

Cyprus

67,565

Yes

8

Torres Vedras

Portugal

72,250

Yes

1

4
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Figure 1: Map of European Green Leaf 2015 Applicant Cities
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SIX COMPETITION CATEGORIES

The selection of the European Green Leaf 2015 is based on the following 6 environmental categories:
1. Climate Change & Energy Performance
2. Mobility
3. Biodiversity and Land Use
4. Quality of Air & the Acoustic Environment
5. Waste and Green Economy
6. Water Management (inc. Wastewater Treatment)
The categories were developed on the basis of the 12 indicators areas used to assess the EGCA with
many of the EGCA indicators combined to produce a smaller number of categories. In addition to this
the application form for EGL is more qualitative in comparison to the EGCA application form.

2.3

APPLICATION FORM

The 2015 EGL Application Form is made up of 3 sections as follows:
•

Section A: City Introduction and Context

•

Section B: Categories 1-6 (as per Section 2.2 above). Within each category there are 3 subsections:
a. Plan, Policy & Programme
b. Implementation
c. Citizen Engagement & Public Awareness

•

Section C: Good Practices

The ‘City Introduction & Context’ section provides valuable insight and context to the Expert Panel
into the history and background of the city & the challenges faced.
Section B is the only section which counts towards the ranking.
•

For Plan, Policy & Programme the city should focus on background information, key
objectives, targets, data, numerical information, figures, graphics, budgets etc.
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•

For Implementation the city should focus on projects, measures & initiatives either in
existence or to be implemented in the next 3 years - including background information,
performance statistics, key outcomes, the need for the project and benefits.

•

For Citizen Engagement & Public Awareness the focus is on campaigns undertaken in the city,
public consultation, awareness raising campaigns and events; stakeholder participation,
forums etc.; target audience and benefits of project.

Section C is used to produce the Good Practice Report and provides the Expert Panel with a valuable
insight in to what the city considers as good practice. A copy of the 2015 EGL Application Form is
attached in Appendix A.
Background checks of applicant cities are not carried out as part of the technical assessment.
A ‘Hints and Tips’ guidance note was produced for the 2015 competition to provide information to
assist cities produce their application.

2.4

EXPERT TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT PANEL

The Technical Assessment Panel consists of 6 experts who bring internationally recognised expertise
to the process within each of the areas covered by the categories. The experts have been drawn from
the pool of experts on the EGCA. Profiles for each of the experts can be found in Appendix B.
Table 2: Expert Technical Assessment Panel
Indicator

Expert

Title

1

Climate Change &
Energy
Performance

Mr. F. Javier
González Vidal

Atmospheric pollution technical advisor. Regional
Government of Valencia – D.G. Environmental
Quality, Spain

2

Mobility

Dr. Ian Skinner

Director, Transport and Environmental
Research, London, United Kingdom

3

Biodiversity and
Land Use

Ms. Hedwig van
Delden

Director, Research Institute for Knowledge Systems
(RIKS), Maastricht, The Netherlands & Associate
Professor, the University of Adelaide, Australia

4

Quality of Air &
the Acoustic
Environment

Dr. Diogo Alarcão

Principal Researcher and Professor at Instituto
Superior Técnico University of Lisbon & the
Polytechnic Institute of Lisbon, Portugal

5

Waste and Green
Economy

Mr. Warren Phelan

Technical Director, Waste, Energy & Environment
Division, RPS Group, Dublin, Ireland

6

Water
Management
(inc. Wastewater
Treatment)

Dr. Ana Lončarić
Božić

Associate Professor Faculty of Chemical Engineering
and Technology, University of Zagreb, Croatia

7
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TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE

2.5.1 Primary Technical Review
The Experts were asked to assess each application based on its own merit and rank all applications
against each other within each category. In the course of the primary technical review, each expert
only read Section A and the part of Section B of the application that focused on their specific
category. Each category has three sub-sections. Each sub-section carries equal consideration by the
expert.

2.5.2 Ranking Criteria
Experts use a defined ranking system. Under this ranking system a position of 1st, 2nd, 3rd etc. is
applied to each city per category. Since there are 8 applications to be evaluated then each city must
be ranked from 1st as the best to 8th the weakest. Note: these are not quantitative scores but
rankings.

2.5.3 Peer Review
It is important to note that a peer review was carried out as part of the technical assessment round.
All Expert Panel members assessed their respective primary category, and each category was also
assessed by a second panel member (co-evaluator). This peer review exercise ensures a quality check
of the assessment process. Where the two experts differ radically on a ranking, they must work
together to reach a consensus. The final ranking is a combination of both reviewers’ assessments.
Table 3: Categories and Corresponding Primary Expert & Peer Reviewers
Environmental Category

Primary Expert

Peer Reviewer

1

Climate Change & Energy
Performance

Mr. F. Javier González
Vidal

Dr. Ian Skinner

2

Mobility

Dr. Ian Skinner

Mr. F. Javier González
Vidal

3

Biodiversity and Land Use

Ms. Hedwig van Delden

Dr. Diogo Alarcão

4

Quality of Air & the Acoustic
Environment

Dr. Diogo Alarcão

Ms. Hedwig van Delden

5

Waste and Green Economy

Mr. Warren Phelan

Dr. Ana Lončarić Božić

6

Water Management (inc.
Wastewater Treatment)

Dr. Ana Lončarić Božić

Mr. Warren Phelan
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2.5.4 Conflicted Application
In the event of a conflicted application, where an expert cannot complete an unbiased assessment of
an application for personal or professional reasons, a suitable external expert is identified by the EGL
Secretariat to complete both the primary technical review and the peer review of the conflicted
application.
There was no conflict of interest raised in the 2015 EGL competition.

2.5.5 Background Check
As part of the EGL process a high level background check is carried out by the European Commission
on all shortlisted cities to identify if any those shortlisted are in breach of environmental legislation
or do not meet European reporting requirements. This background check is provided to the Jury
during their deliberations.
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3 TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT RESULTS
Based on the technical assessment results, the Expert Panel has proposed to shortlist the following 4
cities (presented in alphabetical order) for European Green Leaf 2015:
Ludwigsburg – Mikkeli – Mollet del Vallès – Torres Vedras
These 4 cities will be invited to submit a short video for the next stage of the evaluation process.
The Expert Panel’s ranking for the shortlisted cities in all 6 categories is detailed in Table 4, with the
ranking for all categories for all applicant cities provided in Appendix C.
Table 4: Technical Ranking of Shortlisted Cities for European Green Leaf 2015
Category / Applicant City

Ludwigsburg

Mikkeli

Mollet del Vallès

Torres Vedras

Climate Change & Energy
Performance

2

6

3

5

Mobility

5

4

1

2

Biodiversity and Land Use

1

4

3

2

Quality of Air & the Acoustic
Environment

1

4

2

6

Waste and Green Economy

6

3

2

4

Water Management (inc.
Wastewater Treatment)

7

1

2

3
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4 TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT OF SHORTLISTED CITIES
4.1

SHORTLISTED CITY SUMMARIES

4.1.1 Ludwigsburg
Ludwigsburg is a city located in the Baden-Württemberg state in South Western Germany,
approximately 12 kilometres north of Stuttgart and near the River Neckar. The population of
Ludwigsburg is 88,673. It was founded in the 18th century as a Baroque residency and centrally
planned city. It later developed into a garrison town. At the start of the 20th century, it was
transformed by industrialisation. It is located in the region of Stuttgart and the Stuttgart
metropolitan region, one of the most urbanised regions in Europe with a strong economic power and
a high quality of life.
The history of Ludwigsburg has led to many of their urban development policies today. Population
growth and housing shortages post war led to low priced quickly built housing and today these
housing estates are in urgent need of energy-efficient renovation. The withdrawal of the military in
the 1990s, led to conversion opportunities of the inner city barracks. Additionally, many listed
buildings place special demands on energy-efficient renovation.
The City started its intense urban development process in 2004 including the important process of
participation. The Urban Development Strategy establishes the long-term development of
Ludwigsburg. The strategy is made up of 11 fields: Attractive Living, Economy & Work, Mobility,
Coexistence of Generations and Nations, Energy, Education & Care, Cultural Life, Green Areas in
Town, Vital Town Districts, Dynamic Town Centre and leisure activities.
The implementation of the principles and strategic objectives of the Urban Development Strategy is
carried out via master plans for the different areas. These plans are updated over time. An output of
the strategy was the establishment of an interdepartmental unit for sustainable urban development.
On the basis of the integrated Urban Development Strategy, Ludwigsburg developed a municipal
energy and climate protection concept which is currently implemented via numerous projects.
Ludwigsburg was awarded the Germany Sustainability Award in the category medium-sized Cities in
2014 for the shown process of a modern, integrated and people-oriented Sustainability Policy.
Ludwigsburg demonstrates strong performance in the EGL Categories of Biodiversity and Land Use,
Quality of Air and the Acoustic Environment and Climate Change and Energy Performance.

4.1.2 Mikkeli
The city of Mikkeli is situated in Eastern Finland, 240 kilometres from Helsinki. Mikkeli has a
population of approximately 55,000, making it the 19th largest city in Finland. The city covers an area
of 3,229.56 km², 21% of which is water. Due to numerous lakes, Mikkeli has more holiday homes
than any other city in Finland (10,195). The lakes have a significant impact on the climate in Mikkeli
e.g. by levelling out temperature variations. The average annual temperature is typically around +3.0
C, while average annual rainfall amounts to 600-650 mm. Snow covers the ground approximately 140
days a year, although in recent years the snow cover and depth of the snow have diminished.
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Dispersed housing and climate conditions create challenges for eco-efficiency. Cars are the most
common form of transportation, and the demand for heating during the long winter’s increases
energy consumption. Mikkeli has responded to these challenges by high-quality education and
research in environmental issues, applying new innovations and actively developing digital services.
The city-owned energy company Etelä-Savon Energia Oy uses more renewable wood-based fuels
(85%) for the production of district heat than any other energy company in Finland.
The city of Mikkeli, research organisations (Mikkeli University of Applied Sciences, Lappeenranta
University of Technology) and companies (Metsäsairila Oy, Waterworks of Mikkeli, Observis Oy,
Mipro Oy, Environics Oy) are collaborating in various research projects aiming at healthy and
ecologically sustainable urban living. Research focuses e.g. on the governance of the integrated
waste material, wastewater and environmental data flows from the built environment. The local
actors are also contributing to the research on healthy urban air, extensive environmental data
integration and engaged citizens.
In 2012 Mikkeli introduced environmental protection regulations aimed at a healthy and ecologically
sustainable environment. These regulations are in line with the national environmental legislation
and take into account the specific environmental conditions in Mikkeli, including regulations and
guidelines for example wastewater treatment in sparsely populated areas and seek to minimise
environmental risks especially in groundwater areas.
The City Council of Mikkeli approved a new city strategy in 2013. It is comprised of three parts, one
of which focuses on the wellbeing of nature and the environment. The realisation of the strategic
goals set for the wellbeing of nature and the environment is monitored by means of indicators for
which binding targets have been set for 2017.
Mikkeli shows good overall performance and is particularly strong in the EGL Categories of Water
Management (inc. Wastewater Treatment) and Waste and Green Economy.

4.1.3 Mollet del Vallès
Mollet del Vallès is located in the north east of Spain, 20 km north of the city of Barcelona. It covers
an area of 10.8 km2, is at an altitude of 65 m and situated on the Besos river basin within the socalled outer urban ring, to the southwest of the Vallès Oriental region. It is the most important town
in the metropolitan area of Vallès Oriental which is known as Baix Vallès.
Mollet del Vallès has a population of approximately 52,000. Geographically, the town could be
separated in 2 different parts: the town and the rural area of Gallecs. The town has an area of 3.4
km2 and demographically exhibits population growth and continuous rejuvenation. It is a densely
populated area in relation to the rest of the Vallès Oriental region (4.802,1 hab/km2), but with a
density clearly much lower than that of other metropolitan towns. It is characterised by a very
compact structure. The vision of the City is for citizens to coexist with their surrounding environment
and be involved in all actions aimed at building a more sustainable city model.
Mollet del Vallès is a communications hub with notable road and train networks. The AP-7
motorway, located to the north of the town connects Spain with the rest of Europe. Along the southeast edge of the town runs the C-33 motorway and the C-17 road, which go from Barcelona to the
Pyrenees, and along the western edge, the C-59 road. Three train lines cross the town, one of them
the High Speed line connection with France and another one a freight line in the same direction.
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One of Mollet's landmarks is Gallecs, an extensive rural agricultural and woodland area of 7.4 km2,
with great natural and landscape value, a big green lung in the Metropolitan area of Barcelona.
Gallecs is a space of natural interest (EIN), included in the Areas of Natural Interest Plain (PEIN) from
2009, with the aim of protecting one of the most representative landscapes in the Vallès flatlands.
It is an area in which the promotion of sustainable agriculture and the preservation of nature merge
with leisure and environmental education activities. Because of this, Gallecs participates in Diet for a
Green Planet, a pioneer programme of local sustainable food production in schools and local
government plots which are provided as urban vegetable gardens to citizens, prioritising groups at
risk of social exclusion and elderly people. This programme is managed amongst other activities
under the Municipal Urban Plan.
Mollet del Vallès demonstrates strong performance across all the EGL Categories and in particular in
Mobility, Quality of Air and the Acoustic Environment, Waste and Green Economy and Water
Management (inc. Wastewater Treatment).

4.1.4 Torres Vedras
Torres Vedras is a Portuguese municipality in the district of Lisbon, approximately 50 km north of the
capital Lisbon, in the western part of the Centro region. The municipality covers an area of 407.20
km2 (0.4% of the national territory) and has approximately 72,000 inhabitants (0.8% of the country).
It has 20 km of coastal area and more than 20 beaches. A physical presence in Torres Vedras is the
Lines of Torres Vedras which are forts built in secrecy to defend Lisbon during the Peninsular War.
The vision of the Municipality of Torres Vedras is to identify and implement the best urban
sustainability practices, assuring its inhabitants and visitors, both the highest possible quality of life
and the preservation of the territory’s natural resources.
The mission of the Municipality of Torres Vedras is to walk towards a ‘Sustainable Land’
simultaneously creating more jobs from the new green sectors of the economy, originating from the
strategy and policies. In order to assure the success of this policy, the strategy encompasses a strong
pillar on gathering community support for the economic framework. Consequently, the mission
greatly relies on providing information and qualification in the Energy Efficiency (EE) and Renewable
Energy Sources (RES) subjects, enabling society with the tools to adopt independently the best
practices and behaviours that actively contribute to sustainability and at the same time create the
expected demand in terms of new services and products.
The Municipality considers citizen engagement and public awareness a key factor for success in the
demand of a more sustainable territory, and in September 2013 opened the new environmental
education centre, which receives about 10,000 visitors per year, with 8,000 being participants of
education and training programs in sustainability issues.
Torres Vedras has set as a strategic purpose, development enhancement in the areas of energy
efficiency, renewable energy, transport and mobility.
The mobility solutions implemented in the city are a Public bike sharing system with conventional
bikes and e bikes, and an Electric Mobility System with a car charging network. Additionally the
territory has close to 50 km of cycle pathways.
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There are 9 large wind parks for wind energy production adding up to 112 MW installed capacity and
produce 332 GWh, representing 100.5% of the total of electricity consumption in the region. For
photovoltaic energy production, Torres Vedras has an average of 2,479 hours/year of clear sky and
145 kcal/cm2.year of solar radiation. PV plants represent 328 installations adding up to 1.1 MW,
responsible for an estimated production of 1,760 MWh, accounting for 0.11% of the total energy
consumption.
Torres Vedras shows overall good performance in the EGL Categories and in particular in Mobility,
Biodiversity and Land Use and Water Management (inc. Wastewater Treatment).

4.2

LUDWIGSBURG TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT

4.2.1 Climate Change and Energy Performance
Main Evaluator

Co-evaluator

Ranking

Mr. F. Javier González Vidal

Dr. Ian Skinner

2

Comments:
Comment 1
Energy is one of the 11 themes of the Urban Development Strategy, with a sustainable approach
through energy efficiency and the adoption of renewables. The City remarks on the benefits in other
areas such as air quality, energy security, growth and job development.
Energy and climate protection principles are implemented through projects with a specific allocated
budget, but adaptation is not mentioned.
The City shows ambition and plans to become climate neutral by 2050, but understands this as
having a per capita emission below 2 t CO2/year.
The ‘Masterplan Energy’ states several measures in areas such as heating, electricity, mobility,
renewable energies and others with an expected impact of reducing greenhouse gas emissions by
25% by 2020 compared to 1990, but there is lack of detail about them and their level of integration.
Comment 2
Ludwigsburg has participated in the European Energy Award since 2006 and considers it an
important instrument of implementation of its climate and energy goals because it helps gather data
and audit activities and points out further potential (strengths and weaknesses) to adjust future
actions.
The most important actions are to continuously update the climate and energy concept based on
experience, develop the carbon footprint, issue energy guidelines (building sector and management),
transform the municipal car pool, promote energy efficiency in the private sector and enhance
participation. Some examples are the wood-fired CHP plant that produces 70% of district heating
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needs, the envelope checking of 60 buildings and renovation actions planned, and the enhanced
energy monitoring of municipal buildings.
Additional measures on electromobility will help achieve a significant additional reduction of carbon
emissions of 26% by 2020 compared to 2007.
Although the City points out some good and effective actions, other areas lack detail (like the
electromobility, the use of other renewable energies and the outcomes from other past actions).
Comment 3
The city is aware that transparency and acceptance generate stronger identification and
commitment. Hence Ludwigsburg has a system in place to ensure public participation called future
conferences. One of them was focused on energy and, in addition, the ‘Overall Energy Strategy’
elaboration was developed as a discursive process with all the stakeholders.
The vision of a climate neutral city by 2050 was also the result of an EU project where stakeholders
and citizens are involved, but there are also specific actions in key sectors like the round table for
sustainable renovation and building.
It would have been useful to have some information on actions targeting and trying to engage
children and students, and non-environmentally committed citizens.

4.2.2 Mobility
Main Evaluator

Co-evaluator

Ranking

Dr. Ian Skinner

Mr. F. Javier González Vidal

5

Comments:
Comment 1
Ludwigsburg has developed a sustainable urban development concept, of which 1 of the 11 fields is
mobility. Mention is made that measures are used to encourage public transport use, cycling and
walking. Some detail is provided e.g. new cycling routes will be developed and work will be
undertaken to facilitate walking and to make the pedestrian environment more attractive. Mention is
also made of some objectives e.g. to increase cycling, but no quantitative targets are given. The
application would have benefitted from more detail on the framework within which mobility policies
are implemented (as part of the sustainable urban development concept).
Comment 2
In the mobility section of the application there is a list of measures taken to ‘avoid emissions’, but
these lack detail. It would have been good to have had more information on measures such as
‘individual transport’ and ‘freight and business traffic’, for example, as it is unclear what these imply
in practice. Detail is provided on the City's approach to the promotion of electromobility, which is
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good. This includes free parking for electric vehicles, the use of hybrid buses and a publicity
campaign.
Comment 3
In addition to its electromobility campaign, Ludwigsburg demonstrates some good examples of
citizen participation, as both the sustainable urban development concept and actions for cycling
were developed with the participation of citizens.

4.2.3 Biodiversity and Land Use
Main Evaluator

Co-evaluator

Ranking

Ms. Hedwig van Delden

Dr. Diogo Alarcão

1

Comments:
Comment 1
Ludwigsburg has the following masterplans ‘green areas in town’, ‘vital town districts’ and ‘attractive
living’, in which biodiversity and land use are topics of the city’s development concept. The city aims
to preserve, extend, upgrade and link the existing green areas. The city funds an Agri-Environmental
programme to help improve the biotope structure and save and improve the living conditions for the
natural flora and fauna and also funds several smaller initiatives related to greening and nature
conservation. No targets or budget information is provided regarding these plans and initiatives.
Comment 2
In order to meet objectives from the above masterplans the city maintains and develops its tree
stock, has developed a green room at the town hall courtyard for climate adaptation purposes and
carried out a 17 hectare ecological riverbank restoration project. The latter has brought back typical
riverine habitats and offers a living space for many bird species; additionally the number of fish stock
rose significantly.
Comment 3
To engage citizens Ludwigsburg provides green sponsorships that offer individuals and groups the
possibility to be active in the city. The city is engaged in several nature information and education
initiatives.

4.2.4 Quality of Air and the Acoustic Environment
Main Evaluator

Co-evaluator

Ranking

Dr. Diogo Alarcão

Ms. Hedwig van Delden

1
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Comments:
Comment 1
Ludwigsburg has a permanent air quality measuring station (belonging to the regional network – web
portal information available) since at least 2007, measuring NO2, PM10 and Ozone. Air Quality is
relatively good with exceedances of annual NO2 and daily PM10 EU limit values for the last 6 years. A
downward trend is however apparent from the reported data, especially hourly NO2 and daily PM10
which is noteworthy.
Comment 2
The City has a Clear Air programme with the objective of observance of the legal EU limits and the
avoidance of any exceedances in the long term. A Noise Action Plan was drafted by the municipal
council to reduce the road traffic noise and is being prepared for public consultation. The Plan
considers several specific measures for the short and medium-to-long term improvement of the
acoustic environment, such as maximum speed limits, green wave signalisation, traffic rerouting,
heavy traffic bans and the identification and evaluation and protection of quiet areas.
Positive measures implemented for improving the Air Quality consist in LEZ in the city centre
together with the adoption of an identifiable green sticker on allowed vehicles, the improvement of
the parking system for finding free spaces and the installation of electric charging points. The last two
measures also allow the improvement of the quality of the Acoustic Environment.
Comment 3
The municipality developed a pilot project for a city-wide effective and permanent corporate
mobility management system for all companies and employees, thus raising stakeholder and citizen
engagement.

4.2.5 Waste and Green Economy
Main Evaluator

Co-evaluator

Ranking

Mr. Warren Phelan

Dr. Ana Lončarić Božić

6

Comments:
Comment 1
The information in the application on the waste management system in the city was very limited
compared to other cities. The waste strategy and measures at the regional level should have been
described in more detail, in particular the activities and policy measures implemented by the public
waste company in the city.
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Comment 2
The city has a specific policy on the development of the green economy, which is a progressive step,
and this is included in the City’s Masterplan. The city is implementing a series of impressive green
economy initiatives including the transformation of industrial parks to attract eco innovation and
green industries, the promotion of sustainable building among craftsmen and the development of
new energy and eco-design solutions for businesses. The application demonstrates that the green
economy is clearly an integral part of the City’s development for the future.
Comment 3
The responses to the category questions need to try and address the topic of waste management in
more detail and in general to source more data and information.

4.2.6 Water Management (inc. Wastewater Treatment)
Main Evaluator

Co-evaluator

Ranking

Dr. Ana Lončarić Božić

Mr. Warren Phelan

7

Comments:
Comment 1
The water supply is provided by the Public Utility Company Ludwigsburg. The city is served by 3
wastewater treatment plants with above-average efficiency. Plans and programs with key objectives
aimed to improve water management practice are not presented. The application cannot be
thoroughly assessed due to the lack of information provided in response to the category questions.
Comment 2
A positive example of the grey water reuse in one building is given but supporting information is not
provided.
Comment 3
The website of the Public Utility Company provides clients with water consumption analysis. The City
has published a brochure with climate tips including water savings. However, the City’s commitment
to improve citizen engagement and public awareness of water management issues cannot be seen
from the information provided in the application.
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MIKKELI TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT

4.3.1 Climate Change and Energy Performance
Main Evaluator

Co-evaluator

Ranking

Mr. F. Javier González Vidal

Dr. Ian Skinner

6

Comments:
Comment 1
The new City Strategy by the Council has 3 parts, one of which is the environment. It establishes
indicators with binding targets for 2017 on GHG emissions, the use of renewables in the city-owned
company, and more in other areas.
The Climate and Energy Strategy sets a reduction target of 30% by 2020 compared to 1990, and the
city shows commitment to energy efficiency improvement through an agreement with the national
government that also supports renewables.
Data is provided on emissions and energy consumption by sector, although industry is excluded from
these estimations, and the priority will be the building sector to increase its efficiency and monitor its
consumption.
No adaptation approach is described, nor budget information provided and furthermore no
municipality specific goal or global long-term goals are mentioned. It would have been interesting to
know what the plans are to take advantage of the economic opportunities that arise from the climate
change challenge.
Comment 2
A big impact has been achieved with some of the measures implemented. The use of renewables in
the city-owned energy company to reduce carbon emissions is remarkable (use of 85% of Finnish
wood, investments in solar and geothermal). Future savings are planned through heat storage in the
district heating network, a new biogas plant and new district heating units based on biofuel, and also
in other areas such as outdoor lighting replacement to reduce consumption (with an allocated
budget).
Some innovations are in place trying to promote the use of forest biomass, such as the pilot plant of
wood-based biocoal that plans to scale up and help replace fossil coal in the energy system, in
addition to efficient solar thermal collectors and PV panels, these all contribute to the sustainable
economic growth vision.
Although all the information provided is very interesting, some details about plans to promote
energy efficiency in buildings and in private companies, or actions on mobility would have been
welcomed.
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Comment 3
The application mentions a nationwide coordinated energy information service available in the
region since 2013 that includes briefings, training, events and an online portal on energy
conservation and consumption habits.
An interesting initiative is the Hairio.info service to help prevent and provide rapid solutions for
various disruptions that become more frequent due to climate change extreme weather events. The
system provides rapid two-way communication between residents and officials.
Overall, the application lacks detail in awareness raising actions and there is no information on how
the city plans to target and try to engage children and students or citizens in general, nor how to
engage stakeholders.

4.3.2 Mobility
Main Evaluator

Co-evaluator

Ranking

Dr. Ian Skinner

Mr. F. Javier González Vidal

4

Comments:
Comment 1
A master plan is being developed for Mikkeli city centre, which aims to increase the combined
proportion of journeys undertaken by cycling and walking to 40% (although it was not stated what
the current levels are). There are various other relevant plans, including for smart mobility, traffic
safety and public transport, although it is not clear how these work together.
Comment 2
Some relevant measures are mentioned e.g. the development of a centralised public transport
terminal, the development of a pedestrian district, a centre to coordinate passenger transport
services and planning models to promote public transport, cycling and walking, as part of the 2017
Finnish Housing Fair, which the city will host. However, these measures are not that broad in terms
of their coverage; it would have been good to have seen a wider range of measures mentioned, but
more briefly.
Comment 3
As part of the city's planning work, workshops and meetings with residents are held, during which
surveys’ of citizens are undertaken as part of the mobility planning guidance. However, reference to
these activities is relatively brief, so more detail would have been beneficial.
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4.3.3 Biodiversity and Land Use
Main Evaluator

Co-evaluator

Ranking

Ms. Hedwig van Delden

Dr. Diogo Alarcão

4

Comments:
Comment 1
The City Council of Mikkeli approved a new city strategy in 2013. The city strategy comprises three
parts, one of which focuses on the wellbeing of nature and the environment. The realisation of the
strategic goals set for the wellbeing of nature and the environment is monitored by means of
indicators for which binding targets have been set for 2017. No budget information is provided
regarding the projects, measures or initiatives to reach these targets.
Comment 2
The city has revised its planning principles for land use to better take into consideration ecological
targets and sustainable development. Ecosystem services and preservation of species listed in the
Habitats Directive are being integrated into land use planning.
Comment 3
Mikkeli has carried out several initiatives to promote nature values and natural activities and
environmental education. Furthermore engaging with residents is an essential component of city
planning.

4.3.4 Quality of Air and the Acoustic Environment
Main Evaluator

Co-evaluator

Ranking

Dr. Diogo Alarcão

Ms. Hedwig van Delden

4

Comments:
Comment 1
Reported Air Quality for 2014 is good with concentration levels below EU limit values and no
exceedances of the PM10 and NO2 indicators, but no trends are indicated. The city has a permanent
air quality measuring station (belonging to the Finnish national air quality network – web portal
information available).
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Comment 2
No plans concerning Air Quality and Acoustic Environment Quality are mentioned. However, the
planning of a multi-fuel station is pointed out, in which transport fuels based on renewable energy
sources would be available from a single location, which is an interesting concept. Also, noise barriers
are to be installed near a federal road (route 5) and a budget of 1 Million Euro is to be spent until
2017 by the municipality on these barriers.
Comment 3
Acoustic measurements were conducted in connection with the university and the results serve as
background information for planning purposes, but no further details are given. These
measurements were carried out following the results of an online survey done in 2012 about the
City’s acoustic environment and disruptive noise occurrences.

4.3.5 Waste and Green Economy
Main Evaluator

Co-evaluator

Ranking

Mr. Warren Phelan

Dr. Ana Lončarić Božić

3

Comments:
Comment 1
The city of Mikkeli demonstrated that it has a strategy to deliver on improving the health of the
environment for its citizens including the management of its waste. A specific target to reduce the
quantity of waste sent to landfill, which currently stands at about 30%, has been set. The city
requires source segregation of waste materials for housing associations of a particular scale although
specific data on the coverage of the collection system and the rate of collection is not provided. The
application contained good information on the impressive range of waste treatment infrastructure,
such as its composting plant and waste-to-energy facility, which are serving the city.
Comment 2
The city is planning to develop its waste management system further with a new biogas facility
proposed to treat food waste and slurries. Gas generated will be used to power vehicles. The city is
also developing partnerships with local universities who are carrying out research into waste and
reuse treatment activities of specific waste materials. More information on the development of
these programmes and green economy activities in the city would have strengthened the application.
Comment 3
Mikkeli demonstrated a proactive approach to citizen engagement, stakeholders and consultation
with awareness, information, advice, and publications on waste related issues provided to citizens
and businesses. The city also actively supports a third sector type organisation who provides
employment for long-term unemployed citizens in reuse and repair activities. This partnership is a
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good example of circular economy activities and it would have been useful to know the amount of
people employed and the financial savings of such activities.

4.3.6 Water Management (inc. Wastewater Treatment)
Main Evaluator

Co-evaluator

Ranking

Dr. Ana Lončarić Božić

Mr. Warren Phelan

1

Comments:
Comment 1
According to the adopted city strategy Mikkeli addresses the problem of nutrient release into
waterways caused by the increase of rainfall and prolonged snow-free period as a consequence of
climate changes. The stormwater will be directed through the wetland before entering the water
recipient. The allocated costs for altering the stormwater system amount around 1 million euro.
Comment 2
Based on the results of monitoring the quality of surface waters water management plans are set in
accordance with the EU Water Framework Directive for water bodies whose ecological rating was
less than good (< 20% of lakes and rivers in Mikkeli).
Mikkeli applies proactive approach in groundwater protection by cleaning contaminated soil in old
industrial areas thus mitigating the risk of the groundwater contamination. The procurement of a
new wastewater treatment plant based on MBR technology with the capacity to serve 60,000
residents is planned and budgeted. Targeted quality of treated water is higher than quality of
receiving lake water regarding the nutrient content. The current wastewater treatment performance
is not reported in the application. Another positive feature is that a new WWTP will provide R&D
environment for development and testing various technologies to fulfil the needs of other
participating companies.
Comment 3
The citizens of Mikkeli are engaged in monitoring and discussing water quality by active participation
in the scheduled Envibase IT project aimed at piloting the collection of observations by public
members regarding the water quality of Finnish lakes. The city of Mikkeli is managing the project that
offers free-of charge advice to properties owners in rural areas regarding the processing of
wastewater representing another valuable initiative aimed to the improvement of water and
wastewater management.
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MOLLET DEL VALLÈS TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT

4.4.1 Climate Change and Energy Performance
Main Evaluator

Co-evaluator

Ranking

Mr. F. Javier González Vidal

Dr. Ian Skinner

3

Comments:
Comment 1
Mollet del Vallès has increased the municipality commitment towards its environmental policy over 2
decades making use of the European instruments in place (Aalborg Charter, Local Agenda 21,
Covenant of Mayors). The Sustainable Energy Action Plan goal is a 22% reduction by 2020.
In 2011 the city, showing leadership, created an Energy Management and Sustainability Section that
developed the Plan for Energy Saving and Efficiency, specific to municipal buildings and facilities, with
a target of reducing greenhouse gas emissions 27% by 2017 compared to 2011. This will be achieved
by reducing consumption, increasing renewables and changing behaviour with an allocated budget.
Although the approach is good it lacks the adaptation perspective, the level of ambition is lower than
that of other cities and the level of integration with other municipal policies is not clear.
Comment 2
The city takes a leading role with a broad set of measures on municipal facilities and public lighting
(LED implementation, energy monitoring and management software, green public procurement and
energy efficiency programmes such as 50/50 in schools). In addition the municipality has increased
the use of renewables with PV panels and plans to go further with more installations, better
monitoring and promoting self-consumption. All these measures are expected to have a significant
impact on the short-term that has been estimated.
The set of measures is good but standard with no innovative perspective, and there is no information
on actions trying to promote energy efficiency in private companies and engage with them, or in
areas such as mobility.
Comment 3
For Mollet del Vallès, the domestic sector is key when trying to influence energy and carbon
reduction. Since 2010 it has taken part in EU Sustainable Energy Week to engage citizens and
students in energy saving awareness measures. Beyond the dissemination of good practices at the
Environmental Information Point, most of the activities are aimed at children for their potential to
drive behavioural change at home.
The 50/50 project to change habits in municipal facilities is very interesting and it has been very
successful due to the incentives for the participants who get a direct benefit from the savings. There
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are plans to extend it to other public primary schools. No information is provided on stakeholder
participation or partnerships with the private sector.

4.4.2 Mobility
Main Evaluator

Co-evaluator

Ranking

Dr. Ian Skinner

Mr. F. Javier González Vidal

1

Comments:
Comment 1
Mollet del Vallès' application clearly states that the City's 2015 Urban Mobility Plan takes the
strategic approach of favouring pedestrians' mobility, promoting cycling and public transport instead
of private transport, encouraging the rational use of the car, encouraging intermodality, improving
safety and reducing pollution, all of which you would expect to see in a sustainable urban mobility
plan. Bus use has increased by 25% in the last 5 years.
Comment 2
The application clearly sets out a wide range of measures that have been taken or are planned
covering different transport modes. For pedestrians, there have been pedestrianised streets and
extended pavements; for cyclists, an increase in the length of the cycle network and the creation of
30 km/h zones; for public transport, renovation of the fleet, improved frequencies and dynamic
information panels. Action will also be taken to discourage inappropriate parking and to promote
cleaner vehicles by inter alia installing electric vehicle charging points.
Comment 3
The engagement and participation activities of Mollet del Vallès are particularly impressive. There
has been a Mobility Round Table in the city for the last 10 years, in which solutions are debated and
identified with stakeholders. A citizen participation process was undertaken in parallel to the drafting
of the mobility plan with the aim of incorporating the views of citizens, neighbourhoods and
businesses. To facilitate the identification of issues associated with specific cycling and walking
routes, users have been taken on actual trips where they were able to give feedback on the
respective strengths and weaknesses.

4.4.3 Biodiversity and Land Use
Main Evaluator

Co-evaluator

Ranking

Ms. Hedwig van Delden

Dr. Diogo Alarcão

3
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Comments:
Comment 1
Mollet del Vallés has a Municipal Urban Plan. Strategic directions for biodiversity and land use
include an improved use of the green zones, better integration of urban trees in the urban area,
strengthening the connectivity of the green areas also in relation to Mollet’s del Vallés green belt,
reduced phytosanitary treatment in urban vegetation and the development of more sustainable
green areas that better meet citizens demands. The budget for urban green has increased from 2.8%
to 3.3% of the town hall budget between 2014 and 2015. Targets to measure success are not
provided.
Comment 2
The city has carried out several actions in order to meet the above objectives, amongst which the
implementation of biological control of pests in urban areas, implementation of a monitoring system
for urban green, and more efficient water use by using telemeter and Scada systems and remote
sensors for wind, temperature and rain.
Comment 3
Mollet del Vallés mentions two festivals: the Tree Festival and the Spring Festival regarding citizen
engagement with nature. During these festivals there are various activities including the planting of
trees and the naturalization of city balconies and terraces.

4.4.4 Quality of Air and the Acoustic Environment
Main Evaluator

Co-evaluator

Ranking

Dr. Diogo Alarcão

Ms. Hedwig van Delden

2

Comments:
Comment 1
Since 2007, city Air Quality data has been available for CO2, NOx, CO, PM10 and Ozone, through a
permanent measuring station (belonging to the regional network – web portal information
available). Relatively good Air Quality with exceedances of annual NO2 and daily PM10, but with
decreasing trend mainly for annual PM10.
Comment 2
A local Air Quality Action Plan, contemplating several detailed measures, was recently adopted with
the objective of reducing the pollutants’ concentrations and a Supra Action Plan is being developed
at regional level.
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Positive measures implemented for improving the Air and Acoustic Environment Quality consider
street pedestrianisation, bicycle parking in train stations, electric vehicles for gardening and cleaning
and waste collection services, electric charging points and increase of the payment areas for car
parking. Acoustic zoning has also been done by the municipality.
Comment 3
Awareness campaigns concerning Air Quality were realised with emphasis to the 2013 ‘Cleaner Air’
campaign where promotional materials such as magnets, pencils, etc. were distributed at the
environmental information point.

4.4.5 Waste and Green Economy
Main Evaluator

Co-evaluator

Ranking

Mr. Warren Phelan

Dr. Ana Lončarić Božić

2

Comments:
Comment 1
Mollet del Vallès has established an effective waste management system with a source separation
system facilitating the segregation of up to 5 waste materials. This system has helped to push the
recycling rate up to 37% and the city has set targets to improve this rate further to 45% by 2017. This
target along with others, such as reducing contamination rates of recyclable of wastes, shows the
city’s on-going commitment to enhance the waste management system for its citizens.
Comment 2
The City has implemented a series of effective policy measures to improve awareness and
management of wastes generated. Examples of these include incentivised collection systems, which
financially rewards citizens, optimising bin sizes for more efficient collection and providing
composting training programmes. The application would have benefited from describing the financial
or other benefits as a result of these measures.
Comment 3
The city’s application shows a commitment to engaging with citizens and stakeholders with an
environmental outreach programme in place since 2008. This programme provides information to
citizens on waste and other environmental issues as well as providing free materials to facilitate
recycling. The city also participates in the European Week of Waste Reduction with specific reuse and
similar activities developed for these campaigns and continuing further. More information on the
contributions these activities make to the wider green economy in the city would have strengthened
the application further.
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4.4.6 Water Management (inc. Wastewater Treatment)
Main Evaluator

Co-evaluator

Ranking

Dr. Ana Lončarić Božić

Mr. Warren Phelan

2

Comments:
Comment 1
The water supply in the city is managed by an external water company. The company aims to reduce
losses in the water distribution network which currently amount to around 10%. In the period 20062010 a significant reduction of 30% in municipal water consumption is reported. The specific
measures undertaken to achieve such reduction are not described in application.
Comment 2
A series of measures aiming to improve water management and to reach headline objectives are
listed in the application. The application would have benefited from discussing the effects of
implemented measures and providing information on planned measures such as the allocated
budgets, timeframes and the expected benefits.
Comment 3
Water events and campaigns are carried out on World Water Day. A number of activities such as
puppet shows, exhibitions, educational materials, and cartoon competition are particularly aimed at
raising awareness of children on the problems of water pollution and to promote water protection.

4.5

TORRES VEDRAS TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT

4.5.1 Climate Change and Energy Performance
Main Evaluator

Co-evaluator

Ranking

Mr. F. Javier González Vidal

Dr. Ian Skinner

5

Comments:
Comment 1
Torres Vedras future plans are based on its Sustainable Energy Action Plan that prioritises the
transport and building sectors. Beyond that, the city plans to go forward on its energy policy
enhancing efficiency and renewables and reducing carbon, but also attracting investment,
stimulating the local economy and raising societal awareness.
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The significant budget allocated to take measures is lower than the expected gains from savings by
2020, where emissions shall have been reduced 29% compared to 2009. The approach is good but
misses the adaptation and the long-term perspectives. In addition, the level of ambition is lower than
that of other applicants.
Comment 2
In order to meet the reduction commitments in the SEAP 61 initiatives were identified by considering
a cost benefit assessment, the complexity of implementation and the expected results. The city
highlights the replacement of outdoor lighting with LED implementation, but there is a general lack
of detail about the actions and their impacts (both implemented in the past and planned for the
future), and on how the measures will help take advantage of the economic opportunities.
The municipality plans to complete a Climate Change Adaptation Plan through a participatory
process with representatives from many sectors, the support of national experts and a vulnerability
and risk assessment based on the local scenario, which is commendable.
Comment 3
The Environmental Education Centre has promoted sessions on energy efficiency, renewables and
climate change over the past 5 years, targeting mostly students to bring about behavioural change
on energy demand and consumption. Although providing information is a good first step to change
behaviour, there is no information on programmes that set community specific incentives (economic,
recognition) that can enhance commitment and generate a bigger impact.
Involvement of the local business sector and community are key for success, and all participated in a
public session in the preparation of the SEAP. In addition, the municipality joint ventures with local
businesses in energy and tourism and launched Technological Trail – Energy and Tourism, a shop
window for services and sustainable energy goods to attract new clients, partners, and investors to
the energy sector, combined with a tourist route.

4.5.2 Mobility
Main Evaluator

Co-evaluator

Ranking

Dr. Ian Skinner

Mr. F. Javier González Vidal

2

Comments:
Comment 1
A mobility strategy has been implemented for Torres Vedras, which aimed to diagnose the
weaknesses of the transport system and to define a set of measures to improve mobility and the
quality of life. This considered structural issues and the needs of visitors. There was a focus on
intermodality, the elimination of barriers and the promotion of universal access for people and
goods. Plans have been developed to encourage and facilitate the use of bikes by citizens, while an
electromobility plan has been implemented. A sustainable mobility plan is currently being developed
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to replace the previous strategy, which will identify more ambitious measures, which shows that the
city sees the achievement of sustainability mobility as part of an ongoing process.
Comment 2
Relevant measures include a public bike sharing scheme, linking car parking outside the city to urban
transport and a public bike sharing scheme, an integrated parking management system and the
installation of 12 electric vehicle charging points in the city. The city plans to implement a 'smart
mobility' approach based on the principles of multimodality, sharing, promoting pedestrian and
bicycle accessibility and enhancing car rental instead of ownership, all of which you would expect to
see in a sustainable urban mobility plan. It will also support the transition to cleaner vehicles by
promoting an interactive smart grid in order to facilitate EV and FCEVs buying and selling energy to
and from the grid.
Comment 3
While there are some mentions of public scrutiny e.g. the regulation of parking within the mobility
strategy, workshops on cycle safety and participation in European Mobility Week, Torres Vedras'
actions regarding awareness-raising and engagement are not as comprehensive as those of other
applicants. However, the environmental education centre is clearly a positive development in this
respect, as it has included activities on mobility and electromobility in recent years.

4.5.3 Biodiversity and Land Use
Main Evaluator

Co-evaluator

Ranking

Ms. Hedwig van Delden

Dr. Diogo Alarcão

2

Comments:
Comment 1
The main objectives of Torres Vedras regarding biodiversity and land use are the reduction of
biodiversity loss, the decrease of unsustainable use of natural resources and guaranteed access to
nature for the population. The city explicitly mentions the aim to guarantee access to nature in urban
areas with higher density and reintegrating biodiversity in these locations. It is unclear what the legal
status of the objectives is, what the targets are, and what budgets are available to reach the
objectives.
Comment 2
In the past number of years Torres Vedras has put in place a number of projects to reach its
objectives, amongst which are the planting of trees, the implementation of the Atlantic Path –
Western Natura Network included in the trans-European pedestrian route, and the promotion of a
diversity of urban agriculture and garden.
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Comment 3
The municipality mentions two main projects: ‘Protected Landscape Area of Socorro and Archeira
Mountains’ and ‘Rivers project’ which involve the local population in the protection, management
and planning of the landscape.

4.5.4 Quality of Air and the Acoustic Environment
Main Evaluator

Co-evaluator

Ranking

Dr. Diogo Alarcão

Ms. Hedwig van Delden

6

Comments:
Comment 1
The municipality carries out locally an annual Air Monitoring program (by hiring a private company)
and the results of the measured pollutants (CO, NO2, NO, SO2, PM10 and Ozone) show a relatively
good Air Quality.
Comment 2
No Action Plans are mentioned. Noise maps are being done for the most significant urban areas of
the city and it is asserted that similar to air quality no relevant problems concerning the acoustic
environment exist, but this assertion should have a more substantiated basis. Moreover the
municipality should try reducing the concentrations of PM10 responsible for the worst results
obtained from monitoring data.
Positive measures implemented for improving the Air and Acoustic Environment Quality consider
bicycle sharing and electric charging points.
Comment 3
Awareness raising campaigns on noise pollution have been conducted through sessions at the
Environmental Education Centre, which is positive. The sessions were particularly tailored to
students.

4.5.5 Waste and Green Economy
Main Evaluator

Co-evaluator

Ranking

Mr. Warren Phelan

Dr. Ana Lončarić Božić

4
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Comments:
Comment 1
The application shows that the city’s waste management system is developing and improving.
Although the rate of waste being sent to landfill is currently high it is reducing due to better
separation and the promotion of better practices. The city has ambition to improve its waste
management further through the implementation of new measures including more waste drop off
locations, and the piloting of a new waste charging system. The application would have benefited
from data indicating the current rate of recycling, future targets and measures proposed.
Comment 2
The city has demonstrated a clear commitment to developing a green economy in the city with the
preparation of a Green Economy Action Plan underway. The plan is progressive and will set up a
framework to establish collaborative consumer arrangements as well as empowering entrepreneurs
and companies to grow green business models. The city has also made progress in the area of green
public procurement approving a sustainable procurement strategy and suppliers code which
encourages the adoption of environmental and social principles in delivering contracts. This action
shows a strong commitment to green procurement and related green business activities.
Comment 3
Through the city’s environmental education centre, training sessions on waste prevention, reuse,
recycling and composting have been undertaken. The city also organises visits to specific waste
treatment facilities and provides an advisory service to businesses on how to improve their
management of wastes. The application would have benefited from a clearer description of the
citizen engagement and stakeholder consultation activities undertaken by the city in the area of
waste and the green economy.

4.5.6 Water Management (inc. Wastewater Treatment)
Main Evaluator

Co-evaluator

Ranking

Dr. Ana Lončarić Božić

Mr. Warren Phelan

3

Comments:
Comment 1
Torres Vedras produced a clear and concise application for Category 6.
Torres Vedras is served by municipal supply systems providing drinking water compliant with the
quality standards set by the European Drinking Water Directive. One of the key objectives is the
reduction of water consumption. However, data on current consumption is not provided nor
targeted (reduced) values and the corresponding timeframe.
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Comment 2
The examples of positive initiatives in Water Management of Torres Vedras include reducing the
water losses by remote management systems, using rainwater for irrigation, developing systems to
reuse treated wastewater. The recovery and reuse of grey water and rainwater are implemented in
the Environmental Education Centre building. This system includes rain water routing to the tanks
buried outside the building, subsequent treatment and feeding to alternative network cisterns. The
description of the main features of the grey water system would be welcomed. It is demonstrated
that the irrigation of green roof and gardens by a buried drop to drop system is an effective water
saving alternative to the traditional spraying.
Comment 3
In the past three years a number of activities are promoted by the Environmental Education Centre
targeting growth populations and students. Different water related thematic sessions and visits to
wastewater treatment plants aim to raise awareness and demonstrate opportunities to reduce water
consumption and pollution by changing behaviour in water management.
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APPLICATION FORM FOR THE EUROPEAN GREEN LEAF 2015 PILOT

European Green Leaf 2015

Section A

City Introduction & Context
Give an overview of your city including its population, surface area, geographical location, some
historical background, notable features and any other factors which have influenced or will
influence the environment within the city and its surrounding area.
What are the key environmental challenges the city faces (or has addressed in the recent past)?
Make reference to the city’s infrastructure (transport, water and drainage, buildings, parks etc), if
possible and mention any significant legal proceedings on environmental issues.
(max. 600 words)

European Green Leaf 2015

Section B

Category 1: Climate Change & Energy Performance
Section 1a - Plan, Policy & Programme
Please outline any plan, policy or programme to improve Climate Change & Energy Performance
which has been implemented in your city, or will be before 2018.
Please include:
• Background
• Key Objectives & Targets (e.g. estimated reduction in greenhouse gas emissions; measures
to increase resilience to the impacts of climate change)
• If available, please include actual figures about current greenhouse gas emissions and any
greenhouse gas reduction targets for e.g. 2020
• What percentage is this of your total city budget?
(max. 300 words & 2 graphics or images)

Section 1b - Implementation
Please outline the projects, measures and initiatives put in place or planned within the next 3 years
to implement your city’s Climate Change & Energy Performance key objectives and targets as
outlined in Section 1a.
Please add relevant background information, performance statistics and key outcomes (e.g.
greenhouse gas emissions, adaptation to climate change, renewable energy, energy efficiency etc).
Highlight the need for the project/measure/initiative and any achieved or expected benefits from its
implementation.
(max. 300 words & 2 graphics or images)

Section 1c - Citizen Engagement & Public Awareness
Please mention any citizen engagement or public awareness campaigns undertaken in your city in
the areas of Climate Change & Energy Performance.
Examples may include events or activities such as:
(a) Citizen engagement: public consultation, awareness-raising campaigns and events
(b) Stakeholder participation: implementation partnerships, stakeholder forums, joint ventures
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Section B

with local businesses etc.
Please mention the target audience and any achieved or expected benefits.
(max. 300 words & 2 graphics or images)

Category 2: Mobility
Section 2a - Plan, Policy & Programme
Please outline any plan, policy or programme for Mobility which has been implemented in your city,
or will be before 2018.
Please outline the plan, policy or programme by discussing:
• Background
• Key Objectives & Targets (e.g. public transport improvements, car-free zones, etc)
• When possible, please add actual figures, e.g. about the length of designated cycle lanes
(metres of lane/per capita) at the end of the planning period; estimate the percentage of
the city population living within 300m of public transport – train station, bus-stop etc)
• What percentage is this of your total city budget?
(max. 300 words & 2 graphics or images)

Section 2b – Implementation
Please outline the projects, measures and initiatives put in place or planned within the next 3 years
to implement your city’s Mobility objectives and targets, as outlined in Section 2a.
Please mention all relevant background information, performance statistics and key outcomes (e.g.
current proportion of population living within 300 metres of public transport, existing length of
cycle lanes (metres/per capita), etc). Highlight why the project/measure/initiative is needed and any
achieved or expected benefits from its implementation.
(max. 300 words & 2 graphics or images)
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Section B

Section 2c - Citizen Engagement & Public Awareness
Please mention any citizen engagement or public awareness campaigns undertaken in your city in
the area of Mobility.
Examples may include events or activities such as:
(a) Citizen engagement: public consultation, awareness campaigns and events
(b) Stakeholder participation: implementation partnerships, stakeholder forums, joint ventures
with local businesses etc.
Please mention the target audience and any achieved or expected benefits.
(max. 300 words & 2 graphics or images)

Category 3: Biodiversity and Land Use
Section 3a – Plan Policy & Programme
Please outline any plan, policy or programme for Biodiversity and Land Use which has been
implemented in your city or will be within the next 3 years.
Please outline the plan, policy or programme by discussing:
• Background
• Key Objectives & Targets (e.g. increase of parkland, green areas, designation of sites of
special interest for biodiversity, new water areas etc). Where possible, please mention the
percentage of the population living within 300 metres of a green area open to the public.
• What percentage is this of your total city budget?
(max. 300 words & 2 graphics or images)

Section 3b - Implementation
Please outline the projects, measures and initiatives put in place or planned within the next 3 years
to implement your city’s Biodiversity and Land Use objectives and targets as outlined in Section 3a.
Please mention any relevant background information, performance statistics and known outcomes
(e.g. percentage of green areas open to the public in the city). Highlight why the
project/measure/initiative is needed and any achieved or expected benefits from its
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implementation.
(max. 300 words & 2 graphics or images)

Section 3c - Citizen Engagement & Public Awareness
Please mention any citizen engagement or public awareness campaigns undertaken in your city in
the areas of Biodiversity and Land Use.
Examples may include events or activities such as:
(a) Citizen engagement: public consultation, awareness campaigns, awareness events
(b) Stakeholder participation: implementation partnerships, stakeholder forums, joint ventures
with local businesses etc.
Please mention the target audience and any achieved or expected benefits.
(max. 300 words & 2 graphics or images)

Category 4: Quality of Air & the Acoustic environment
Section 4a - Plan, Policy & Programme
Please outline any plan, policy or programme for Air Quality & the Acoustic Environment which has
been implemented in your city, or will be before 2018.
Please outline the plan, policy or programme by discussing:
• Background
• Key Objectives & Targets (e.g. city's contribution towards reducing NO2, O3, PM10 and PM2.5
emissions, noise reduction action plans, etc)
• What percentage is this of your total city budget?
(max. 300 words & 2 graphics or images)
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Section 4b - Implementation
Please mention the projects, measures and initiatives put in place or planned within the next 3
years to implement your city’s Air Quality & the Acoustic Environment key objectives and targets as
outlined in Section 4a.
Please support information by providing relevant background information, including any
performance statistics and key outcomes. Highlight why the project/measure/initiative is needed
and any achieved or expected benefits from its implementation.. Where possible, please also
provide actual figures about the exceedances of EU air quality standards (e.g. days /per year).
(max. 300 words & 2 graphics or images)

Section 4c - Citizen Engagement & Public Awareness
Please mention any citizen engagement or public awareness campaigns undertaken in your city in
the areas of Air Quality & the Acoustic Environment.
Examples may include events or activities such as:
(a) Citizen engagement: public consultation, awareness-raising campaigns and events
(b) Stakeholder participation: implementation partnerships, stakeholder forums, joint ventures
with local businesses etc.
Please mention the target audience and any achieved or expected benefits.
(max. 300 words & 2 graphics or images)

Category 5: Waste and Green Economy
Section 5a - Plan, Policy & Programme
Please mention any plan, policy or programme for reducing Waste and promoting a Green Economy
(including eco innovation & new jobs linked with the green economy) which has been implemented
in your city, or will be before 2018.
Please outline the plan, policy or programme by discussing:
• Background
• Key Objectives & Targets (e.g. promotion of Green Public Procurement (GPP), existing and
planned waste sorting systems, etc)
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Where possible, please also add actual figures showing the current proportion of household
and industrial waste send for recycling and to landfill.
What percentage is this of your total city budget?

(max. 300 words & 2 graphics or images)

Section 5b - Implementation
Please mention the projects, measures and initiatives put in place or planned within the next 3
years to implement your city’s Waste and Green Economy (including eco innovation & green jobs)
key objectives and targets as outlined in Section 5a.
Please mention any relevant background information, including performance statistics and key
outcomes (e.g. % of city's budget dedicated to eco-innovation). Highlight why the relevant
project/measure/initiative is needed and the achieved or expected benefits from its
implementation.
(max. 300 words & 2 graphics or images)

Section 5c - Citizen Engagement & Public Awareness
Please mention any citizen engagement or public awareness-raising campaigns undertaken in your
city, in the areas of Waste and Green Economy (including eco innovation and creation of new jobs
linked with the green economy).
Examples may include events or activities such as:
(a) Citizen engagement: public consultation, awareness-raising campaigns and events
(b) Stakeholder participation: implementation partnerships, stakeholder forums, joint ventures
with local businesses etc.
Please mention the target audience and any achieved or expected benefits.
(max. 300 words & 2 graphics or images)
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Category 6: Water Management (including Wastewater Treatment)
Section 6a - Plan, Policy & Programme
Please mention any plan, policy or programme for improved Water Management (including wastewater treatment) which has been implemented in your city, or will be before 2018.
Please outline the plan, policy or programme by discussing:
• Background
• Key Objectives & Targets
• Where possible, please add actual figures about the current and planned proportion (%) of
urban drinking water supply subject to water metering, as well as the actual and planned
proportion (%) of waste-water per capita subject to up-to-date waste-water treatment.
• What percentage is this of your total city budget?
(max. 300 words & 2 graphics or images)

Section 6b – Implementation
Please mention the projects, measures and initiatives put in place or planned within the next 3
years to implement your city’s Water Management (including waste-water treatment) key
objectives and targets as outlined in Section 6a.
Please provide any relevant background information, including performance statistics and
outcomes. Highlight why the project/measure/initiative is needed and any achieved or expected
benefits from its implementation.
(max. 300 words & 2 graphics or images)

Section 6c - Citizen Engagement & Public Awareness
Please mention any citizen engagement or public awareness-raising campaigns undertaken in your
city in the areas of Water Management (including waste-water treatment).
Examples may include events or activities such as:
(a) Citizen engagement: public consultation, awareness-raising campaigns and events
(b) Stakeholder participation: implementation partnerships, stakeholder forums, joint ventures
with local businesses etc.
Please mention the target audience and any achieved or expected benefits.
(max. 300 words & 2 graphics or images)
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Section C

Good Practices
Please summarise up to three good practices, in any three categories, that demonstrate how your
city is improving its environment record and is committed to generating new jobs linked with
producing a better environment.
Please identify which the category to which your good practice is relevant.
Good practices may be taken from information already provided within the application form.
Each good practice should be supported by a maximum of 3 graphics or images.
(max 150 words per good practice)
Good Practice 1
(max. 150 words)
Category:

Good Practice 2
(max. 150 words)
Category:

Good Practice 3
(max. 150 words)
Category:

APPENDIX B
EXPERTS PEN PROFILES

Category No. 1 – Climate Change & Energy Performance
Expert: Mr. F. Javier González Vidal, Atmospheric pollution technical advisor,
Regional Government of Valencia – D.G. Environmental Quality, Spain
F. Javier González Vidal is an Industrial Engineer by the Polytechnic University
of Valencia. Throughout his professional career he has always focused on the
promotion of environmental respect, both at the regional and international
level.
For the last 13 years he has been working for the Regional Government of
Valencia in the D.G. Environmental Quality, where the activities and
responsibilities of the job have provided him with a wide view of the situation related to the
intensive use of energy, climate change, polluting emissions and air quality.
The development and implementation of policies to fight air pollution and climate change have been
one of his priorities, having used emissions inventories as a key tool to assess effectiveness. During
this period some of the main tasks he has been involved in have been the development,
implementation and monitoring of the policies included in the regional Climate Change Strategy and
the implementation of the EU ETS, the management of the PRTR register, and the air quality network
analysis and subsequent development of air quality actions plans.
He was a member of the Climate Change Committee of the European Commission as a
representative of the regional governments of Spain in order to express their opinion during the
negotiations of the European policies.
Since 2005, as a member of the Roster of Experts of the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change, Javier contributes to the review of national communications and inventories,
focusing in the energy chapter, according to the Kyoto Protocol commitments. He has cooperated
actively with D.G. Enlargement providing technical support to EU partner countries with regard to
the approximation, application and enforcement of EU environmental legislation through the
Technical Assistance and Information Exchange instrument.
During 2013 he has worked with the Ministry of Environment of Brazil, in the context of the sectorial
dialogues between the EU and Brazil, on the Climate Change and Energy Efficiency Chapter.
Category No. 2 – Mobility
Expert: Dr. Ian Skinner, Director of Transport and Environmental Policy
Research, London, UK.
Ian Skinner is an independent researcher and consultant with over 20 years
of experience in undertaking research and consultancy projects focusing on
the environmental impacts of transport.
His PhD from University College London was on the implementation of
sustainable transport policies in South East England and he has also
undertaken research at the University of Kent on the marginal cost pricing of
transport.

Since his PhD, Ian has worked at the Institute for European Environmental Policy (IEEP) and AEA (now
Ricardo-AEA) before co-founding TEPR in 2009. Ian’s work focuses on the implementation and
evaluation of sustainable transport policies for national and international organisations. Much of
Ian’s work has been undertaken at the European level for the European Commission, which has
involved impact assessments and evaluations of various EU transport and environmental policies.
He has also worked for UNEP, including in support of their EST goes EAST project, and been an
independent evaluator for the European Commission. Ian was invited to draft the chapter on
European transport policy for an Edgar Elgar book Research Handbook on Climate Change Mitigation
Law (Van Calster and Vandenberghe (eds)), which was published in early 2015.
Category No. 3 – Biodiversity and Land Use
Expert: Ms Ir. Hedwig van Delden, Director, Research Institute for Knowledge
Systems (RIKS), Maastricht, The Netherlands & Associate Professor, the
University of Adelaide, Australia
Hedwig van Delden is the Director of the Research Institute for Knowledge
Systems (RIKS) in Maastricht, the Netherlands and Associate Professor at the
University of Adelaide, Australia. After graduating from the University of
Twente as a Civil Engineer in Water Engineering and Management, she started
working at RIKS as a Policy Analyst and in the following years rose to the
position of Director.
Over the years she has taken on many roles ranging from Researcher to Project Manager and Project
Leader in projects worldwide working on integrating models from a broad range of fields such as land
use change, hydrology, economics and transport and making them applicable for policy support.
Her academic work focuses on issues relating to land use change modelling, integrating socioeconomic and bio-physical processes, bridging the science-policy gap and scenario studies. In this
capacity she has authored or co-authored a long list of peer-reviewed journal articles and book
chapters. She recently gave a keynote lecture at the 20th International Congress on Modelling and
Simulation in Adelaide, Australia on integrated modelling for policy support.
Category No. 4 – Quality of Air & the Acoustic Environment
Expert: Prof. Dr. Diogo Alarcão is a Physics Engineer with a PhD in
Acoustics; and Principal Researcher and Professor in the scientific area of
Acoustics at Instituto Superior Técnico University of Lisbon & the
Polytechnic Institute of Lisbon, Portugal.
A specialist in Acoustic Engineering, he is a Chartered Acoustical Engineer,
member of the board of the Portuguese Acoustical Society and member of
the executive commission for the Specialization in Acoustic Engineering of
Ordem dos Engenheiros.
He has been responsible for major projects in Environmental Acoustics and Noise Control, including
Noise Mapping and Action Plans for large urban areas in various Portuguese cities and for many large
transport infrastructures. He has also been responsible for various projects in the area of Room

Acoustics and Virtual Acoustics including real time simulation and auralization of sound fields in
enclosures.
Category No. 5 – Waste and Green Economy
Expert: Mr. Warren Phelan, Technical Director, Waste, Energy & Environment,
RPS Group Ltd., Dublin, Ireland.
Warren Phelan is a Technical Director with the Waste, Energy and
Environment Section of RPS. Warren is a Chartered Waste Manager and a
Chartered Civil Engineer with a Master’s degree in Engineering Science from
University College Dublin.
Since joining RPS in early 2001, Warren has worked in the resource and waste
management sector developing specialised skills in policy and legislation,
strategy and planning, stakeholder consultations, data analysis and collation methodologies, waste
prevention and online resource applications.
Warren has extensive knowledge and experience in the strategic approach to managing wastes at a
city, regional and national level. Warren is currently the project manager for the development of the
waste management plans covering the Irish State including the preparation of strategic
environmental assessment and appropriate assessment documentation supporting the plans.
The ability to source, compile, analyse and present data is essential for the development of robust
waste management systems and plans. In recent years Warren has led a team appointed by the Irish
Environmental Protection Agency required to collate and analyse data gathered from all of the major
waste treatment facilities in Ireland. Warren has also prepared data for the Irish government
benchmarking Ireland’s performance in the sector against comparable international countries.
Warren has applied his waste management skills and developed waste management plan for large
infrastructure projects, international airports, industrial operations and university campuses. Clients
have included INTEL and Aeroport de Paris.
Warren has worked on waste projects in the UK, across Europe and in the Middle East. Warren’s
clients include the European Commission and the World Bank among others. Warren is currently
acting as the Irish country agent on a European Commission Horizon 2020 funded project on
Sustainable Innovation (CASI project).
Warren has also worked on the design of many waste facilities including baling stations, transfer
stations, material recovery facilities and recycling centres and is currently he is working for WRAP on
the redesign of a waste facility in Wales.
Category No. 6 – Water Management (inc. Wastewater Treatment)
Expert: Dr Ana Lončarić Božić, Associate Professor, Faculty of Chemical
Engineering and Technology, University of Zagreb, Croatia
Ana Lončarić Božić is an associate professor involved in teaching and
research in the field of Chemical and Environmental engineering. Ana holds
a PhD in Chemical Engineering. Her research interests include advanced

technologies for water and wastewater treatment, advanced oxidation technologies, photocatalysis,
degradation of recalcitrant pollutants and contaminants of emerging concern and ecotoxicity.
She participated in 5 national and international research projects with academia and industry in the
field of advanced wastewater treatment. She is the author/co-author of more than 30 scientific
papers published in peer-reviewed journals (cited over 500 times, h-index 12). Ana sits on 3 editorial
boards and is a regular reviewer for more than 20 scientific journals. She is also an Environmental
Management System Auditor.
With a background in Chemical and Environmental Engineering and the expertise in the wastewater
treatment and water management, Ana was involved as an evaluator for FP7-ENV-2012, FP7-ENV2013 and NCBR-Core 2012 calls.
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Technical Ranking of 8 Applicant Cities for European Green Leaf 2015

Category / Applicant City

Climate Change &
Energy
Performance

Mobility

Inverness

4

6

Lappeenranta

1

Ludwigsburg

Biodiversity and
Land Use

Quality of Air &
the Acoustic
Environment

Waste and Green
Economy

Water
Management

5

7

1

5

3

7

3

5

8

2

5

1

1

6

7

Mikkeli

6

4

4

4

3

1

Mollet del Vallès

3

1

3

2

2

2

Siena

8

7

8

8

8

6

Strovolos

7

8

6

5

7

4

Torres Vedras

5

2

2

6

4

3

(inc. Wastewater
Treatment)

Final Combined Ranking by the EGL Secretariat
City

Final Ranking

Mollet del Vallès

1

Ludwigsburg

2

Mikkeli

2

Torres Vedras

2

Lappeenranta

5

Inverness

6

Strovolos

7

Siena

8

